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TRILINGO - soundcloud.com/trilingo
An electronic music producer, Live-Act & DJ living in Germany, 
born in Australia. Releases on digital-diamonds, blind arc & 
padang-rec. A versatile artist with a holistic view of sound. 
A style that would be placed on the deeper & progressive 
side of techno subculture.

CRENNWIICK - soundcloud.com/crennwiick
with many years of professional experience as dj and producer, 
appears here as a tech electronica live performer, using the top 
digital technics, wich is very notorious in the sound quality acts as a 
virtual analogic performer, not forgetting the golden age of the 90’s 
electronica. 
He plays side by side with Perfect Stranger (Iboga) Klopfgeister 
(lono), Diogo Ribeiro (24 H), DJ Pena (Flow), SNK (Micro Digital), 
Spikers (Vapour), Miguel Sa (Matéria Prima), and Gustavo Rodrigues 
(Stereo Addiction)…
He has also had the privilege of playing in renowned Lisbon clubs such 
as A Capela, Warehouse, Groove Bar, Europa, Club Rubik, as well as at 
germanÆs trendy clubs like WYSIWYG, R19 and Hawerkamp.

LONGALENGA - soundcloud.com/longalenga
From Portugal is a electronic music Producer experimentalist 
with a minimal style, deep, low-bodied, well marked and kicks, 
electro and tribal atmospheres, especially with a unique style, 
through progressive and it goes far as the dance floor requires . 
The longalenga is a fusion of styles with digital and analog sounds 
that together create a sound trip, with many places to explore...

FLOATING MACHINE - soundcloud.com/floating-machine
Floating Machine is a António Lourenço project. Born in Coimbra 
(Portugal), since very young he felt in love by music. Interested 
by playing many instruments like guitar, piano or saxophone and 
being part of some experimental projects in distinct areas like 
jazz, hip-hop or punk rock. Later, influenced by the electronic 
music magic, he begun his Dj activity. Exploring all musical 
diversity in electronic, from relaxing to dance sonorities like acid 
jazz, nu-jazz, dub, break-beat, deep house..

FLEMBAZ - soundcloud.com/flembaz
Flembaz are João Bandarra and Pedro Freitas, 2 artists from 
Lisbon, Portugal. This project started in 2011 and have been 
releasing non stop on respected labels such as Horns and Hoofs 
Entertainment and Bonzai Progressive, as well as their own label 
Blind Arc. They have countless appearances on compilations as 
well as 2 original full lenght albums and 8 EPs. Their tracks have 
a very distinct original signature sound mixing deep techno 
basslines and groove and ethnic instruments and voices and 
are much requested for remixes in the Progressive Techno 
and Psychedelic Techno scene.

A2P - soundcloud.com/a2-p
Main concept David Almeida dedicated to deep side of 
electronic music from lisbon, started as a duo making liquid drum 
and bass tracks, now, after opened a range of options, 
he is running over beats and breaks exploring de the dub 
and melodic side o� music.
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